Mentalism was the topic for April and, as usual, it brought out a number of performers.
Eric Greenberg pinch hit for Don Engstrand as Don was still recovering from his recent visit
to the hospital. Eric started off by letting Homer, the mouse, find a mentally selected card.
Our first performer was ready with a bunch of stuff. First, he performed Mark Mason’s Word
in a Million. He followed with a routine using jumbo ESP cards. A match book prediction
effect and closed with Kopy Kat, a design duplication effect. Eric was back with Larry
Becker’s Casino Royale. He then performed Clip Line and used the effect to introduce junior
Ring member, T.J. Tana. T.J. used his iPhone to perform a couple of prediction effects.
After all that, card man, Mike Goldman performed a number of prediction effects with the
final card ending up in his wallet. Ziggy was next and he predicted the exact random time that
would be showing on a borrowed wrist watch. Wayne Haarhaus was our final performers and
as one of our PEA members, he was ready to go. Wayne opened with a strolling magic
version of Danny Archer’s In a Pig’s Eye. He followed that also with a strolling version of
Martin Lewis’ Technicolor Prediction. He then predicted the color of each of the five Easter
eggs that were picked from a bag. He the performed a Pig Personality test where three
members drew pictures of a pig and he then match each drawing with the artist.
By the time you read this, we will have sponsored a Devin Knight lecture. We also set the
date for our annual hoop-de-doo and that would be 1/15/11. In January, our event was
headlined by Michael Finney and was a resounding success. Can’t wait to see what will
happen next year.

